An analytical method is proposed for the problem of rarefied gas channel flow, on the basis of the concept of locally-uniform velocity distribution, and the flow in a circular tube is analyzed. The solution is in good agreement with the experimental results over the whole range of Knudsen number. From the derived results, a newexpression of the slip coefficient is also proposed.
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Introduction Though a few theoretical works5>7'13) on the problem of rarefied gas channel flow have been made on the basis of the concept of locally-uniform velocity distribution, a reasonable analytical solution which covers the experimental data over the whole range of Knudsen number has not yet been obtained. Nor has the applicability of the concept to the considering problem been established, because the mechanismof momentum transport of gas in the transition regime is very complicated.
The authors' solution of cylindrical geometric flow5; 6) Received December 27, 1976. Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to T. Kanki.
VOL. 10 NO. 5 1977 based on Liu's four-moment method13) gives a satisfactory approximation in the slip-continuum region, but it becomes less exact as the pressure decreases and fails entirely in the free molecular regime. Later, we madea correction to the solution by use of the mean free path theory and obtained a semi-empirical formula which agrees well with the experimental data over the whole range of Knudsen number7K The formula, however, involves an analytically undetermined constant whose physical meaning is less confirmed, so one must determine the constant by experiments when the authors' method is applied to any other geometric flows.
In this paper, the flow of rarefied gas in a circular tube is analyzed by use of four-sided velocity distribu- In the analysis, attention is paid to the molecular transport of momentum in the Knudsen layer in studying the boundary condition for the distribution functions. Considering the rate of momentum change caused by collisions of molecules on the channel wall, a boundary condition is newly introduced to solve Maxwell's transport equation. A method by which channel flow problems can be solved analytically is then proposed and the applicability of the concept of locally-uniform velocity distribution is ascertained (the present method can be applied to any other geometric flow problems).
The present solution coincides with Knudsen's semi-empirical formula12} and is closely related to the experimental data over the whole range of Knudsen number. Based on the derived solution, a new type of slip boundary condition for the Navier-Stokes equation is also proposed. 1. Theoretical Considerations
1 Basic equations
The present anaylsis is based on the following assumptions: 1) the molecules impinging on the wall reflect diffusely and 2) the pressure gradient is so small that the problem can be linearized.
In Fig. 1 Based on the previous paper7), we fix n^s as n1=n(l -KPztd)9 n2=n(l +KpZtd) (2) where ztd is the dimensionless transport distance of diffusive molecules and is given by10)
Using Eq. (1), the molecular number density and the gas velocity can be calculated as
uz= -zukpI^^+(w++w_)I2+0(^p)
Our remaining task is to determine the unknowns, namely w+ and w_. In order to determine them, we use Maxwell's transport equation. Substituting Eq. (1) into the transport equation and taking the momentof mfz and of mf£ one obtains a pair of equations, i.e., the equation of z-momentum conservation and that of shear stress, respectively. They are7)
where 0(r)=(w++w_)/rcP, W(?)=(ft+-ft_)/KP9 w±= fiw±9 f=r/R, and d=R/L 1. 2 Kinetics of gas near the wall The change of z-momentum due to intermolecular collisions is zero. However, a momentumloss caused by the molecule-wall collisions does exist and it affects the motion of gas molecules near the wall.
In spherical coordinates as shown in Fig. 2 (where x and y are taken as the directions normal and tangential to the channel wall, respectively), the distribution functionsft (7= 1,2) can be written as
with 62=fJ+fJ+«. Using Lambert's cosine law, the number of molecules striking the wall per unit time and unit area can be expressed as AT+ = H*T//fcos x|/|^x# JoJo Jo + n*/T/,+e cos zi/|</wz# JttJo Jo =(n1+n2)l47tV^+(n1w+ -n2w_)l2K (8) For the case where the gas flow is very small, usually iS~1>|w±|, and Eq. (8) can be written as
Nowlet nw be the number density of reflecting molecules; the numberof these molecules is N-=nJ/4 (10) Equating Eq. (9) with Eq. (10), one obtains nw=(ni+n2)l2 (=7i) (ll) Thus the number density of the reflecting molecules is equal to that of gas molecules in bulk phase. Now,the rate of z-momentum change (momentum loss) due to molecule-wall collisions is considered.
Since the reflecting molecules are specified by Maxwell's distribution function characterized by the number density of n=nw, the momentumloss can be expressed as
JoJo Jo
ywK(Z,X,<P)\J\d$dXd<f> (12) where K($,x>(ft)=m^2 sin^cos %sin/ w =«»(/3/^2)3 exp(-/32P) The third term makes no contribution to the momentumtransport, and Eq. (12) becomes Jw(m$z)=m(n1-n2)/4^^+m(n1+n2)w+/4^^ (13) The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) is just equal to the product of total mass of molecules impinging on unit surface per unit time (mni/4) and the superimposed molecular velocity ((n1-n2)^/4n).
Onthe other hand, the momentum loss due to the Knudsen diffusion is given by the expression: (3tt/8) x (mass) X (superimposed velocity) X (number of molecules striking the wall). The first term gives a lower value by the ratio of the factor f~2/f2 (=3^/8). when comparedwith the aboveexpression, so wecorrect the term by multiplying by the factor*. Then the momentumloss is expressed as Jl(m^)=3m(n1-n2)/32^+m(n1+n2)wJ4^^ (14) The solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) Eq. (15) does not cover the momentumchange caused by collisions of molecules in thermal chaotic motion on the wall. Whenthe rate of momentum change is taken to be Amw(m£z), it becomes 4mw(/wf,)=^i('«f.)-^(^,)=3/w(/i1-/ia)/32i8» (17) The molecules striking the wall give z-momentum, Amw(m£z) to the wall in the positive direction of z, while the wall does not move. Therefore the gas molecules near the wall (in the Knudsen layer) are given force in the opposite direction in accordance with Newton's well-known principle of action and reaction and gain z-momentumequal to -Amw{m^. nkmw_IA= -?>m(nl-n2)l64p2
( 1 8) Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) 
where the integration constants are as follows. 
Discussion
The dimensionless volume flow rate from the previous solution5) (dashed curve) based on Liu's four 
let N be the molar flux per unit area and in unit time and D be the diffusivity of gas defined by D=QPj {^-izB?p-xdp\dz)\ then Eq. (25) can be rewritten as N= -(D/RM T)(dp/dz) The first term in Eq. (33) stands for the velocity slip resulting from rarefied gas effect on the momentum transport in the Knudsen layer and the second one means the superimposed gas velocity caused by Knudsen and self diffusions.
Thus the observed velocity slip is composedof momentumand diffusive slips (see Fig. 4 ). Since the Navier-Stokes equation governs the momentum transport of continuum gas but does not govern that of Knudsen This conclusion is also shown by the authors' macroscopic theory of transition flowll'. The method can be used to analyze problems of gas flow in channels of any other geometry.
2) Equation (24) is in good agreement with the experimental data over the whole range of Knudsen number, and is useful to estimate the volume flow rate in a circular tube at an arbitrary Knudsen number.
3) For rarefied gas channel flow, a new type of slip boundary condition is proposed.
If one uses Eqs. (29) The molecular number density and gas velocity (number VOL 10 NO. 5 1977 Fig. 4 Relation between velocity slip and inverse Knudsennumber flux) are given as follows:
nu^fa -n^ll^P (A-3)
Themass and momentum conservation equations are
where ni=ni/n0, z=z/R and Ap(m^z) is the dimensionless rate of momentumchange in unit volume due to molecule-wall collisions.
From the first term of Eq. (14) 
